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For walk submissions to be posted in the
newsletter please use the email address
walkssecretary@gmail.com
For short notice walks, please use the
email address bushclubsnw@gmail.com
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The Annual General Meeting of the Bush
Club will be held at 7.00pm on Thursday
14 August at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood
Centre (16-18 Fitzroy St), five minutes
walk from Milsons Point Station.
The AGM provides a chance to talk about
where the Club is heading, to catch up with
old friends and to meet new members. The
formal part of the meeting should take less
than an hour, and we will finish with a
drink for those who would like to stay.
The main business of the meeting is to
receive a report on the Club’s activities; to
approve the Club’s audited accounts for the
year past; and to elect the Club’s office
bearers for the year ahead.
The Constitution requires that each AGM
elect the nominated positions of President,
two Vice Presidents, the Committee
Secretary and Assistant Secretary, the
Treasurer, Social Secretary, Walks
Secretary, Membership Secretary and our
Auditor, plus one “ordinary member” who
does not have a defined role.
In addition to those positions, to help it
carry out its functions and to ensure a wide

representation of members, the rules allow
the Committee once elected to appoint other
office bearers, and the Bush Club does that
each year.
All Committee positions are held for one
year only. Officeholders are eligible to put
their names forward for the next year and
several existing members have indicated
they are prepared to stand again.
However, to maintain a strong and
successful club, it is important that there be
fresh ideas and different experience on the
Committee and a number of members will
not be seeking re-election. The positions for
which there are no current nominations are
the President, one of the Vice Presidents,
Committee Secretary and Assistant
Secretary, and the Walks Secretary.
If you would like to nominate for any of the
positions on the Committee, you can do so
by contacting the Secretary, Carol
Henderson, on 98796709 or, in her absence
overseas in May, Graeme Lawless on
99532735.
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We recently asked members for whom we
have email addresses whether they would
like to opt out of receiving printed copies of
the Newsletter and Walks Schedule each
quarter.
So far over 100 members have elected not
to get a printed version by post. Many
simply find it easier to manage an
electronic copy. For the Club it represents a
substantial cost saving, and it is, of course,
much more environmentally friendly.
If you missed email only distribution first
time around and would like to add your
name to the list, contact Ron Mead at
eppingmead@gmail.com
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On top of his many existing commitments
for the Club, Ron Mead stepped in and
ensured that all the parts of the newsletter
were merged for the last issue. He has also
agreed to do the same on this occasion, as
your editors are both in Wales.
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A predilection for walking by moonlight
and visiting historic cemeteries is not
amongst the specified CV requirements to
be Bush Club President. That said, a
serving President who is prepared to
consider walking proposals ‘outside the
square’ does ensure vibrancy and lateral
thinking are encouraged in planning walks.
Under Mike’s two separate terms as
President, the Club has enjoyed the fruits of
innovation and change – essential
ingredients to drive the dynamics of a
successful walks program.

Evidence of his dynamism is shown by the
membership statistics and walks program
growth during those times. Members like
what the Bush Club delivers. Unlike many
well-established walking clubs, the Bush
Club focuses first and foremost on walking
and enjoying, with like-minded people, the
great outdoors.
By his own admission Mike claims a
wicked sense of humour in the "British
Comedy" mode 1970's style. He relishes
twists, turns and innuendo in the English
language and the opportunity to apply them
to situations. A bit frightening until you
realize that laughter is such an important
aspect of staying young and flexible in
mind and body. I have to confess that
during our discussion time, as I tried to
reach deep into his memory bank, a lot of
time was spent in hilarious laughter –
usually about comical situations that had
occurred on the track that he forbade me to

mention! Chatham House Rules and all
that.
He did share with me some ‘firsts’ that are
printable, such as his claim to being the
only Bush Club President, during an
assault, to give the Ramblers' President a
bloody nose. Again, the only walks leader
to have a group of female members
shouting, "help" to a passing boat.
The first incident occurred on a walk when
Don Brooks was in the Ramblers' chair.
The walk involved an assault on a hillside
and Don recovering from a hernia op
requested a push up. Either Mike
underestimated his strength or
underestimated how much effort Don was
putting in. The outcome, Don went up and
over fast, very fast and his bugle hit the
ground with bloody results.
The second event involved one of those
benign walks that came unstuck. Mike was
leading an all female party on a walk along
the Nepean River. A cascade of minor
issues - an indistinct track, a late start, a few
slow walkers, floodwater, lawyer vine and
fading daylight. An attempted exit up the
escarpment was unsuccessful; down at the
river the group found themselves trapped in
mud and mangroves …
There was one last boat on the river, so
Mike urged the ladies to shout for
assistance. Success! A passing 'tinnie'
responded. The skipper agreed to the
‘rescue’ but first had to unload his wife and
offspring downstream at a wharf. He
returned and completed the mission. The
group offered payment to their saviour but
he refused, explaining this was his first
outing in his new boat and payment “would
take the glow off it.”
Mike grew up in the Cotswolds in England.
His first forays into walking were as an
eight year old, when he and others roamed
the local hillside as a school activity. A self
confessed loner, Mike can enjoy his own
company and in his younger days often
walked alone. One of his favourite haunts
was exploring the Welsh border country by
car and walking in North Wales.
He draws inspiration from many an author/
poet, for example Mary Webb, Annie
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Dillard, Richard Jeffries, Robert Frost;
Japanese wanderers and writers such as
Basho, Issa, all kindred spirits of the
‘nature- soul’ connection. This sensitivity
bond does much to help understand his
passion for moonlight walking, a time when
nature and man are close in a very private
firmament.
Australia and Mike met in May 1969. The
family had friends in Orange. He recalls
vividly his hostess Vera who took him to
the top of Mount Canobolas. Vera said, "I
love this country Michael, it's so old". Mike
looked at the sunburned fractured rocks,
then at Vera's sunburned fractured face and
replied, "I know Vera, I know!"
Mike fell in love with the Australian
outback and led trips to western NSWTibooburra, Camerons Corner, Fort Grey,
Mootwingee and Menindee Lakes. In the
north, Mount Kaputur and the
Warrumbungles were destinations for Bush
Club adventures. Namadgee and the
Grampians to the south have all felt his
steps. The urge to go and see is strong. Two
days after our talk he is off leading a group
into the romantic country of Australian
folklore – the Snowy Mountains – a more
iconic place to bushwalk is hard to find.
Large ceremonial events and calendar
festivals hold no interest for Mike who sees
it all for what it is – constructed activity
usually with a commercial basis. He avoids
all such celebration and fuss. Not many
walking clubs have walks on festival days –
our club does and Mike Pratt invariably
leads these walks.
What of the future? I wanted to know where
this thoughtful, nature-connected member
was going. His answer surprised me. He'd
like to continue to work one or two days a
week, although he is yet to identify
something that matches his interests and
skills. He feels an inordinate sense of
obligation to contribute to society. This
self-imposed tension between working and
walking is unique.
We talked about increasing and maintaining
fitness as we age. Yes, as for many of us, it
is on his ‘must do’ wish list.

I sensed that Mike mourned the loss of
some of the better aspects of walking in
days gone by. We chatted about such things
as Japarra Tents, and when the only way
most people could get to the start of a walk
was by public transport, and the loss of the
Bush Club's holy communion - - lunchtime boiling the billy. Now it's the
short lunch and the early train.
I had never thought about it before. Boiling
the billy- a tangible process that reinforces
a very primitive human - nature connection.
Boiling the billy involves the four
fundamental elements of the ancient world fire, water, the open air and connectivity
with the earth. Yes, I too yearn for those
times, as I am sure many of us do who had
bushwalking parents.
As I expected, Mike came to the interview
meeting armed with copious notes that
include many gems of information. Mike
met both the co-founders of the Bush Club
– Marie Byles and Paddy Pallin. His notes
also include a reference list of “eligible
girls” (circa 1969) within the Bush Club!
Fascinating, 40 years on that list is still
important. With members like Mike active
in the Bush Club we can only go from
strength to strength.
Michael Keats
Our thanks go to Steve Murray for his
wonderful drawings for this series of
articles on Bush Club members.
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We all know the ‘rules’ of bushwalking
don’t we? Arrive on time, don’t tread on the
heels of the person in front etc., etc.
But perhaps it is timely to remind ourselves
of some basic manners which are easy to
forget when we’re having fun. At the
beginning of the Program is the Club’s
“Participant Guidelines”, setting out some
basics, such as fitness requirements, car
cost contribution, drinking water etc.
Our leaders are made up of all types – some
exceptionally fit & fast, some older, some
younger, some who prefer city strolls while
others are only happy being ripped by
chest-high hakea for the duration of the
walk. But one thing they have in common is
3

that they are giving up their time to assist us
enjoy the outdoors. These leaders could
walk alone – and sometimes do – but by
putting walks onto our program, they’re
taking us to places most of us wouldn’t
venture alone. We want our present leaders
to continue leading wonderful walks and
we would also like to show potential
leaders how rewarding it is to lead a walk.
While most participants do adhere to the
following behaviours, they are still worth
repeating because they are essential if we
are to encourage our present and future
leaders to put on walks.
• Offer to be back-marker for a part of the
walk. Alternatively, change places on
the walk so that you are mingling, not
just with the leader, but the entire group
– particularly prospective members.
• If a leader is happy for faster walkers to
go ahead – say up a hill – that’s fine but
please check with the leader about when
or where to wait for everyone catch up.
It is very dispiriting for a leader who
may have slowed down over the years,
to be constantly trying to walk at the
pace of the fastest walkers. If someone
further back is hurt, it is essential for
everyone to wait and assist the leader
deal with the situation.
• Allow the leader to decide when to start
off again, so all of the group have an
opportunity to be adequately rested.
This decision includes morning tea and
lunch breaks.
• Make things as easy as possible for the
leader. Don’t attempt to change the
itinerary or make too many suggestions
unless the leader is asking for ideas,
especially when the leader is trying to
work out tricky navigation.
• If you are planning to leave the walk
before the official finish, discuss your
intention with the leader beforehand.
• Offer petrol money before being asked.

• Thank the leader
Happy walking!
Kaye Birch & Carol Henderson

Membership now
exceeds 500!
The club membership is currently 508 with
97 prospective members.
New Members approved: Asha Mazzella,
Catherine Turner, Juliet Enno, Juliet Papp,
John Kennett, Hester Slade, Basil Slade,
Nikki Peace, John and Kath Anderson, John
Southwick, David Brignall, Ron and Edith
McNally, Melanie Ng, Ken and Judith
Woodward, Christine Mundell, Sandra
Paech, Anne Himmelreich.
Ian Edwards, Membership Secretary
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The Bush Club’s full abseiling policy is on
the website. Significant changes from the
previous policy are:
1. An increase in the level of maximum
difficulty from "Easy" to "Moderate". For
canyons this means Grade 4
2. Compulsory wearing of helmets
3. The introduction of a "rope levy" of $5
per person to cover some of the
replacement costs of ropes when these are
supplied by the leader (virtually always)
4. Specifically allowing suitably skilled and
experienced prospectives to participate in
abseiling activities.

What’s in a name?
Your editors have wondered if your newsletter might
have a catchy name, rather than a statement of fact.
Send in suggestions to Lynne Outhred and we’ll ask
the committee to decide which they think best
represents the club.

Accessing Short Notice
Walks
Club members who do not have an email access can
phone one of the following members and they will
let you know what is on the SNW program: Lyndal
Lawless 99532735, Chris Edwards 9899 1747, Carol
Henderson 9879 6709, Bob Taffel 9958 6825.
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On my October 07 holiday to Tasmania, it
was my good fortune to find a tour operator
based near Hobart that would willingly take
a solo walker on single-day bushwalks.
That allowed me to fit in some extra
walking in the first week of my holiday,
before embarking on the Overland Track
and Bay of Fires in weeks two and three.
After confirming just a couple of days prior
(and appreciating having that flexibility as
my first week’s itinerary was fluid), it was
with a sense of adventure, heightened by
the prospect of snow, that my personal
guide, Greg, and I set off to Mt Field
National Park on the first of two day-walks.
A National Park established in 1916, Mt
Field offers a diverse landscape including
sub-alpine forests, with Richea
pandanifolio discovered early in the walk,
emerging from the surrounding snow, as we
skirted Lake Dobson. The forest was dark
and foreboding, with the dark contrasted by
the beautiful bright carpet of snow
blanketing the landscape.

The day after my Mt Field adventure,
Graham, the owner of the company, and I
set out driving for a couple of hours in the
direction of Port Arthur, then to Cape Hauy
(pronounced Hoy), for an 8 km walk. No
need for overpants, 3-layer jacket, gloves,
beanie or neck chute today – a t-shirt was
the order of the day. This day brought with
it stunning scenery, dominated by dolerite
columnar cliffs, which was a completely
different experience to the snow of the day
before. The contrast between Tasmania’s
weather at one altitude versus another was
something to take very seriously.
Going on to do the Overland Track and Bay
of Fires walks, I found the diversity of the
walks fascinating. Single-day guided walks
were a great way to see Tasmania. Throw in
the shortish descent I did from Mt Nelson a
short distance to the west of Hobart, and I
really did encounter some diverse terrain
and get to see it in contrasting weather that
only added to the experience.
The Mt Field excursion, in particular,
proved to be a good introduction to
Tasmanian high country walking, including
highlighting the deficiencies of my boots,
which had to be snow-sealed prior to the
following week’s Overland jaunt. Whilst
the snow-seal ended up not doing the trick,
the Track was nevertheless conquered with
snow-soaked feet. By the time the Bay of
Fires walk rolled around in week three, all
thoughts of snow and slush had receded.
Anne Mason
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The forest gave way to alpine moorlands
and several small tarns and dramatic views
before lunch, which was taken sheltering
from the snow in the relative comfort of a
1920s ski club hut. The hut was a great
mini-museum with skis, storage tins, tools
and other paraphernalia still authentically
intact. It was easy to imagine the hut giving
refuge to more than today’s wildlife and the
occasional privileged walker.
Wending our way back to the car as the
snow fell was delightful, with fruitcake and
tea a warming conclusion to a fabulous 10
km day.

Three leaders of the Bush Club were part of
the 12- person squad participating in the
most recent Remote Area First Aid Course
conducted by the Bushwalkers Wilderness
Rescue and the NSW Volunteer Rescue
Association.
The course comprised 4 days spread over 2
weekends of intense theory and “hands on
field conditions” first aid. It is unlike any
other on offer and involves extensive use of
available resources in any given situation.
The reality is that the aid delivered may be
the only aid available.
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The scenarios encompassed situations
ranging from minor cuts and burns through
fractures and snake bite to handling
multiple injuries and casualty situations,
drowning and death. The course was full on
and required total concentration.
The most basic message that emerged from
the course is:
Every person going on a walk,
no matter how simple, should
always carry a basic first aid kit.

Leaders should encourage participants on
walks to carry first aid kits.
Walkers should always disclose any
medical conditions to the leader (privately
will do). If you are carrying medication to
be used in the event of an incident then you
should tell the leader (as well as where it is
in your pack). Failure to do so could result
in a serious outcome or even death.
Ideally everyone should know how to do
CPR and how to treat an unconscious
casualty or bites and stings, splint fractured
or broken limbs, as well as documenting
what happened and when, including first
aid given. This information can be crucial
to paramedics and/or evacuation teams and
may be required for legal purposes.
The Bush Club Committee deserves a big
pat on the back for encouraging leaders to
do the course by offering a financial
incentive. If you lead walks I would
encourage you to enrol in the next course in
October. You may never need the learned
skills but the chances are you will.
Further information is available from the
Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue site
http://www.bwrs.org.au/Remote Area First
Aid or contact David Sheppard (02) 4226
6565, email shepparddavid1@bigpond.com
Michael Keats
The Bushwalker
The Bushwalker can be downloaded from the
Confederation website
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
Alternatively, you can have this magazine delivered.
Send your name and address and cheque or money
order for $10 to Confederation of Bushwalking
Clubs, PO Box 2090, GPO Sydney, 2001
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QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

69TH BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATIONS

The club's 69th birthday celebrations will be held at
Bobbin Head on Saturday 27th September 2008 in
"The Pavilion", an undercover area with tables,
seating and BBQ facilities. The occasion will
include all the activities we love best; walking,
eating and drinking, chatting to friends, even
purchasing some second hand camping or walking
gear.
Leaders will lead a variety of walks (one star to four
star) from various locations arriving at Bobbin Head
between 12 noon and 1.15PM. Lunch will include a
sausage sizzle, salad, rolls and birthday cake. Nonwalking members and partners are also warmly
invited to join in the lunch and celebrations at
Bobbin Head.
The day will also be an excellent opportunity for
any members who have camping or walking gear to
sell to bring their items along. We plan to have a
small area where people can display and sell second
hand gear.
Do keep the day free and join us for one of several
enjoyable walks and the opportunity to catch up
with both old and new friends (it would be a great
opportunity to catch up with some of our new and
prospective members) over a barbeque lunch and
birthday cake.

Our 70th - Let the
Celebrations Begin!
The Bush Club, will celebrate 70 years of
Bushwalking on 19th September 2009. We are
celebrating this milestone by walking, kayaking,
cannoning, and cycling 70 rivers in the lead up to
the big day.
The Winter 2008 Walks Schedule (attached)
includes walks carrying the project symbol - . If
you see this symbol, you can be a part of this
milestone in our growth and development. Leaders
and members are already starting to walk some of
the 70 Rivers in the lead up to the anniversary.
The selection of walks ranges from TIE to ****.
Every member can do a walk. You can do all 70 if
you wish. There will be a special place in history for
those who achieve this goal.
The steering group has generated some ideas for
walks, but all leaders, aspiring leaders and members
are invited to submit walks for inclusion in the 70
Rivers Project. If you have a favourite walk, and
would like to lead it, the steering committee would
be delighted to hear from you.
70 Rivers Project Committee
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THE FOUR SEASONS
APOLOGIES TO VIVALDI
The Spring Program 2008 will feature the first of a
series of four walks organised for club members
who are already plant enthusiasts or members who
would like to spend time learning more about the
vegetation and flowers of the Australian bush. Each
of the subsequent programs; Summer, Autumn and
Winter will feature a walk highlighting the
characteristics of the vegetation and flowers of the
season.
The walks will be organised in four different
locations and will include pauses so that members
can participate in discussions about aspects of what
they are seeing. There will also be time for
photographs.
For this series the club is very fortunate to have the
expertise of two of our members; former biologist
Janice Jacobs and plant enthusiast Jacqui Hickson,
both of whom have a wealth of knowledge and share
a great interest and passion for Australian vegetation
and plants.
The first walk will be held on Wednesday 3rd
September at Muogamara Nature Reserve and will
feature spring vegetation and flowers. This walk is
listed in the Advance Notice Section of the Winter
Program.

Web Information
www.bushclub.org.au
Leaders - download all the forms you need,
including Walks Report forms, from our For
Leaders section.
Leaders should look at www.wildwalks.com
for walk descriptions, topo maps and weather
information.
Our web-site now features a lot of information
on the 70 rivers project, including a list of those
rivers which have already been 'claimed', those
that are still available, and how to go about
putting on a walk. So . . . be part of the club's
history and join in!
Check out photos of some of the latest walks on
our website.
Send in your photos!
Find out all sorts of useful information for that
walk you're planning!
Send in any information you want to
share with other members.
Photos, stories, tips, recipes please to
bcwebmaster@hotmail.com
Jacqui Hickson
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Sadly, Pearl Gillott passed away just before the
last newsletter was published.
I have known Pearl for more than 20 years. I
met her through the Bush Club, as did many of
her lifelong friends.
Pearl came from the UK to Melbourne where
she worked as a nurse. However Melbourne
wasn’t her scene so she came to Sydney, and
very soon joined the Bush Club. In those days
(probably the 1950’s) the Bush Club was a
small club and the members were very close
knit.
Weekends were for walking or going away for
pack walks, staying overnight in the bush.
Equipment was very basic, unsophisticated and
heavy. Pearl revelled in pack walking and those
early memories are possibly among her
happiest.
Pearl never drove a car. She was a great
ambassador for “public transport”. For many
years she planned walks from Sydney to the
Queensland border, for one week each year. All
these walks utilised public transport. As soon as
one walk was underway Pearl would be
studying the map and working out the next
year’s walk towards Queensland.
She was “housekeeper” at Jindabyne for many
years. During that time she realized there was a
St. George lodge at Mt. Hotham so she decided
to plan a walk there. Our members are still
going to Mt Hotham. A group will be there in
April. Sadly it will be the first time we have
been there without Pearl and she will be sorely
missed.
The best present you could give Pearl was a
book about bush walking. Straight away she
would be planning another walk or a new route
for an old one.
Pearl’s religion was bush walking. She loved it
and gave so much to it. Pearl was well named.
Indeed she was a “real Pearl”.
Helen Biddle
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3rd October 1927 to 3rd October 2007
I am very lucky to have known Henry for just
over 11 years —just a small fraction of his 80
years on this earth. When we first met in July
1996 we had an instant rapport; every time I
saw Henry he was always genuinely pleased to
see me, and I him. He was a lovely man and
forever a gentleman.
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Henry took me on some fantastic walks and
canyons, and showed me the best way to
negotiate the narrowest of ledges with his
mountain goat ability. I treasure all the times
we spent together in the bush, especially our
last trip on the 14th October 2006, abseiling
Boar’s Head. A very special day for me and
obviously very special for Henry also, as this
was the area he chose for his ashes to be
scattered at his Memorial Ceremony which was
held on the 3rd November 2007.
Henry and I spent some very special times
together after his operation for cancer in
February 2007. We got to talk about his
childhood in Borneo and Indonesia, being
incarcerated by the Japanese as a teenager in
WW II and going into the Marines when the
war was over; meeting and marrying his wife
Ann; their decision to migrate to Australia in
1955 and having his two children Diana and
Allan. We also talked about his varied working
life and, of course all his physical pursuits and
why he took them up.
Henry only started bushwalking when he retired
at the age of 65. Even though he only spent 14
years actively in the bush, he managed to do
about 30 years of walking! He was an active
member and walks leader in NPA, The Bush
Club, Sydney Bushwalkers, Harbord Diggers
and Chase Alive.
Henry was also a very keen photographer.
After moving to Manly Vale in the early
1970’s, he decided to take up deep sea diving
and formed The Underwater Research Group of
NSW with his diving buddies (more socialising
and drinking was done than researching).
When the weather was too rough for diving he
took up sailing.
I feel very privileged to have spent so much
time with Henry in the last year of his life, and
especially his last days.
On the 3rd of October 2007 Henry was 80 years
old. Many friends came to see Henry for his
special day. There were phone calls from Diana
in Perth and his sister Willy in America. I’m
sure he heard us all. Around 9pm he regained
consciousness and was fully aware that Allan
and I were there by his side. He even tried to
talk, but he was just too weak.
The nurses explained that he had woken up to
say goodbye and say goodbye we did. His
breathing became very quick and I told him that
he was climbing the toughest mountain of his
life, and would soon be at the top. Henry got to
the top of that tough mountain just after 10pm

on his 80th birthday with Allan and myself by
his side, holding his hand and talking to him.
I hope I was of some comfort to you Henry on
the journey to your next destination. It was a
comfort to Allan and I that you were not alone.
Rest in peace dear Henry…I miss you, we all
miss you.
Melissa Newman

Office Bearers 2007-8
President
Vice President
Vice President
Club Secretary
Treasurer
Walks Secretary
Membership
Training Officer
Newsletter
Committee

Graeme Lawless
Tony Hickson
Carol Henderson
Carol Henderson
Bob Wood
Kaye Birch
Ian Edwards
Tony Hickson
Bev Barnett

Webmaster
Librarian
Short Notice Walks
Insurance Officer
Database manager
Committee
Members

Lynne Outhred
Jacqui Hickson
Mike Keats
Tony Hickson
Howard Tooth
Ron Mead
Bob Taffel
Michael Pratt
John Wilson

9953 2735
9419 2546
9879 6709
9531 0135
0407115560
9899 1747
9419 2546
9876 3252
9484 2657
9419 2546
9144 2096
9419 2546

Where do bushwalkers eat?
On a recent walk, we discussed favourite restaurants.
Many walkers had interesting recommendations.
Mike Pickles suggested that we might include a
newsletter section about restaurant and café
recommendations that you would like to share.
Your suggestions do not have to be related to walks.
However, information about places for social gettogethers after walks would be particularly welcome.
Send suggestions to Lynne Outhred.
Perhaps leaders might consider walks ending with
dinner for the Walks Program – as in Carol’s recent
Seven Bridges Walk. It’s a great way to learn more
about members of the Club.
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Please send articles to Lynne Outhred
Lynneouthred@bigpond.com or
106 Chapman Ave, Beecroft NSW 2119
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